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<td>Vonhoff v Jondaryan Shire Council and Nominal Defendant [2001] QCA 439</td>
<td>referred to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitford v Whitford [1979] FLC 90-61278; [1979] 4 Fam LR 754</td>
<td>referred to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zuccala v R (1991) 14 MVR 466</td>
<td>referred to</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Civil Liability Regulation 2003 (Qld)
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  s 25: Berbic v Steger ..................................................................... 217
  s 590AA: R v R ................................................................................. 336
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Property Law Act 1974 (Qld)
  s 38: H v M .................................................................................. 332
  s 286: H v M .................................................................................. 332
  s 288: H v M .................................................................................. 332
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Queensland Building Services Authority Act 1991 (Qld)
  s 31: Morrow v Queensland Building Services Authority .............. 280
  s 48: Morrow v Queensland Building Services Authority .............. 280
  s 49: Morrow v Queensland Building Services Authority .............. 280

Transport Operations (Road Use Management) Act 1995
  s 80(5A): Todd v Commissioner of the Police Services ................. 286
  s 87(2): Todd v Commissioner of the Police Services ................... 286

Uniform Civil Procedure Rules 1999 (Qld)
  r 137(1): Botha v Carter .............................................................. 158
  r 189: Rapid Metal Developments (Australia) Pty Ltd v Griffiths .... 161
  r 190: Rapid Metal Developments (Australia) Pty Ltd v Griffiths .... 161
  r 283: Botha v Carter ................................................................. 158
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Vagrants Gaming and Other Offences Act 1931 (Qld)
  s 7AA: Butterworth v Geddes ....................................................... 274
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family law, 10
legislative amendments, 12

Children
supervision of, 74
contributory negligence, 76
obvious risk, 76
occupier’s duty of care, 74
schools, 77

Civil liability – see Personal injury; Tort law

Cloning – see Human embryos

Constitutional law
validity of federal workplace relations legislation, 257

Conveyancing – see also Property law
contractual liability, 296
electronic communication, 181
signature & execution, 182
facsimile transmission of warning statements, 61, 181
attachment, 61, 181
legislative amendments, 181
termination of contracts
party ready, willing and able to perform, 185

Courts
technology use, 303
court record, 305
equipment, 304
evidence & information presentation, 309
impact of, 322
lawyer’s perspective, 317
restraints on implementation, 321
videoconferencing, 315

Criminal law – see also Evidence; Guilty pleas; Sentencing; Visual recording
Summary Offences Act 2005, 65, 68
Vagrants, Gaming and Other Offences Act 1931, 68

Damages – see also Wrongful arrest
incurably bad appeals, 293
intentional torts and civil liability, 195
scale of general damages – Civil Liability Regulation 2003, 19
assessment, 19
future economic loss, 20
gratuitous care, 21

De facto relationships
definition, 140
Discrimination Law Amendment Act 2002 (Qld), 140
same-sex couples, 140

Defamation
Defamation Act 2005 (Qld), 192
corporations, 193
defences, 193
definition of defamation, 192
jurisdiction, 193
remedies, 194

Electronic technology
courtroom use, 303

Embryos – see Human embryos

Employment – see Occupational health and safety; Workplace relations

Evidence
proving photographs, 245

Expert evidence
rules, 199
best expert, 202
challenge to expert opinion, 203
expert opinion evidence, 204
Makita’s case, 199
Queensland statutory provisions, 207
swearing the issue, 201
types of opinion evidence, 200
underlying facts, 201
Uniform Civil Procedure Rules, 207

Family law – see also De facto relationships; Human embryos
appeals from exercise of discretion, 122
bankruptcy, 10
legislative amendments, 12
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  stem cells, 247
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Industrial relations – see Workplace relations
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Insurance
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  New South Wales legislation, 131
  comparison with Queensland, 132
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  High Court appeal, 133
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  inconsistency with federal law, 138
  rule of law, 134
  Queensland legislation, 300
  comparison with New South Wales, 132
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Mortgage transactions
  equitable mortgage by deposit of certificate of title, 117
  fraudulent behaviour, 238
  new obligations on mortgagees, 238
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  sentencing methodology, 79
Personal injury – see also Lawyer advertising
  administrators’ fees, 127
  Civil Liability Act 2003 (Qld)
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    contributory negligence, 129
    general damages, 129
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  exemption from rating
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  Land Title Act 1994 (Qld)
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    mortgage fraud, 238
    unregistered interests, 240
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scope, 18
Baker v Sheridan, 18
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Succession – see also Family provision
Discrimination Law Amendment Act 2002 (Qld), 140
 definitions of ‘de facto’ and ‘spouse’, 143
spouse of deceased person, 146

Summary offences – see Criminal law

Superannuation – see Family law

Tenancy
landlord’s duty to tenant, 74

Tort law – see also Children; Damages; Defamation; Insurance; Personal injury; Privacy; Solicitor’s duty of care; Tenancy; Wrongful arrest
dangerous recreational activities, 298
intentional torts and civil liability, 195
occupiers and obvious risk, 253
solicitor’s duty of care
scope, 18
vendor’s duty of care to employee of purchaser, 251

Vagrancy – see Criminal law

Videoconferencing
court use, 315

Visual recording
new offences, 188
distributing prohibited visual recordings, 190
exemptions, 190

Workplace relations – see also Occupational health and safety
validity of federal legislation, 257
constitutional arguments, 262
constitutionality of provisions, 261
corporations law, 266
definition of ‘employer’, 261
outline of legislation, 257

Wrongful arrest
police liability, 195
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false imprisonment, 196
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